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RVAS December Meeting Report

The Winter Social
By Mike Hutkin, RVAS Secretary
The December meeting of RVAS was called to order by President Michael Martin, who welcomed
the 39 members and five guests that came to celebrate and enjoy the program.

RVAS President Michael Martin prepares to start the
meeting as guests enjoy the fine array of desserts
brought by our members
Photo by Mike Hutkin

Meeting attendees start into the dessert buffet

Following the socializing period the meeting began
with a welcome to our guests. We were pleased to
see that two guests found us through our new
“Meetup” connection developed by Ray Bradley
showing the value of this social media tool. Guests
included Kathleen and Riley Price (Riley was attending to earn her Girl Scout astronomy merit

Photo by Mike Hutkin
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badge), Kristen Jenkinson, Jennifer Kiser, and Coquina Restrepo. Welcome all.
Thanks were offered to Frank Baratta for his
preparation of our 7th annual end-of-year slide show
from images captured by our primary photographer,
Carolyn Baratta, and more than a dozen other
members. The show, which played to a background
of holiday music as those attending socialized and
helped themselves to a tableful of treats, depicted
members at meetings and other RVAS activities
during the past twelve months, all to a background
of holiday music. Thanks were also offered to Carol
Mesimer for her efforts to set up the buffet food,
drinks, and all the necessary eating utensils.
The first program item was Immediate Past President of the Astronomical League and RVAS
member John Goss’ LQOD (Lunar question of the
day) giving us the opportunity to reflect on the
countdown to July 20, 2019 and the 50th anniversary of the lunar landing executed by Apollo 11. The
group was challenged to answer questions dealing
with how many nations have soft landed a craft on
the moon, the differences in how much more gravitational pull occurs when the moon is nearly overhead versus when it lies on the opposite side of the
earth, and a sixty mile long mountain range on the
northern edge of Mare Imbrium thought in the 19th
century to have been artificially constructed. John
then finished with a “Challenge of the Month” to
observe Comet 46P/Wirtanen, providing a diagram

Photo by Michael Good

of the comet’s tracking (at the end of these
minutes) and including a fabulous photo of the comet taken the prior evening by Michael Good as seen
at his home observatory.
The meeting continued with Frank Baratta presenting his view of “What’s Up” highlighting the
near and deep sky for January 1 - 31, 2019. Frank
brought us up to date on the general celestial
events and timing, the moon phases, Comet
Wirtanen, and the lineup of planets in our December sky. He closed with a Stargazer’s Online episode. Found at http://www.stargazersonline.org/
episodes/1850.html , this episode dealt with stars
that are shared between overlapping constellations.
Two examples were the star Alpheratz that links
the constellations Pegasus and Andromeda and the
star Elnath that connects the constellations Auriga
(Social Continued on page 3)
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and Taurus. (See elsewhere in this issue for highlights of Frank’s “What’s Up” program.)
The meeting was then addressed by Vice President
John Wenskovitch who brought us up to date on
the “Great Conjunction of 2020”. John’s presentation defined the great conjunction by citing Wikipedia as “A great conjunction is a conjunction of
the planets Jupiter and Saturn. The last great conjunction took place on May 31, 2000, while the next
one will be in late December 2020.” Included were
some great photos of what the conjunction will look
like including some of the planet’s prominent moons.
On a more ominous note a list was provided of US
presidential deaths that occurred when a great
conjunction occurred in their election or inauguration year.

President Michael Martin reminded us that 2019
calendars were still available and closed the meeting by thanking again those that presented and prepared this special RVAS event and wished all a
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

And lastly, Member at Large, Ray Bradley shared
a video from the Apollo 8 mission showing the development of the famous “earthrise” photo taken
by the first team of astronauts to orbit the moon –
Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, and Bill Anders in 1968.
The video gave a remarkable view of how that photo came to be (or almost did not). There was quite
a bit of controversy over the years since the photo
was taken as to who actually took the picture.
Check out the video at https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4129
and read the story at www.smithsonianmag.com/
science-nature/who-took-legendary-earthrise-photo-apollo
-8-180967505/

Diagram provided by John Goss

Photo by NASA
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RVAS Monthly Meeting
January 21, 2019, 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Scott King
Professor of Geophysics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
InSight—short for Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport—is our latest robotic
Mars explorer. Scott King has been selected by NASA to lead one of 24 teams that will receive data returned by the
lander. Since its safe touchdown November 26th on the Red Planet, InSight has been busy photographing, deploying instrumentation, and sensing the Martian environment, with the intent of studying Mars’ “inner space”: its crust, mantle
and core. Dr. King and his team will be in the forefront of the effort to understand Mars’ formation and evolution, and its
current level of seismic activity. In his talk, Dr. King will share with us how he and his team will contribute to this understanding. Be sure to join us at the Society’s January monthly meeting for this outstanding program!

Get Connected!
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members? Join the RVAS Yahoo Group! Share last-minute
observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it. You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email address. Click the link below. Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name
since the group is only for members and those invited. You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the moderator.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651). We’ll have you connected in no time!
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Winter Solstice Social
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What’s Up Highlights
January 1 - 31, 2019
(A summary of the What’s Up program presented at the December 17th meeting.)
Wed., Jan. 16, 2019
6:30 PM

This Month:
With visions of the holidays still fresh in our minds,
we’ve now ushered in a new year and its likely blend of
joys and challenges ahead. In the sky, cycles and
contrasts present themselves. As the month begins
we’re progressing deeper into winter, but find our
planet closest to the Sun. The constellations of late
summer have all but disappeared, with those of fall
yielding center stage to the ascending patterns of
the season. December’s comet—46P/Wirtanen—will
yet be with us, remaining visible until it moves into
Ursa Major and fades from view around mid-month.
By this time our sights will be shifting to another
cyclic event: a total lunar eclipse, which takes place as
our natural satellite reaches its closest approach to
Earth.

January Celestial Events:

Wed., 2nd – Earth at perihelion, 0.9833 AU from the Sun.
Thurs./Fri, 3rd /4th – Quadrantid Meteor Shower; radiant just rising in NE at 9:00 p.m. (predicted
max.); varies 60 – 200/hr.; waning crescent Moon.
Tues., 8th – Moon at apogee; 63.67 Earth-radii from Earth.
Thurs., 10th – Moon about 3° SSE of Neptune in evening sky.
Mon., 14th – Algol (β Per) at minimum for 2 hours centered on 10:10 p.m. and again on 17 th for 2 hours centered on 6:59 p.m. (both EST).
Sun./Mon., 20th/21st – Total lunar eclipse. Enters penumbra 9:36 p.m., max 12:12 a.m., exits penumbra 2:48
a.m. (all times EST).
Mon., 21st – Moon at perigee; 56.03 Earth-radii from Earth (12% closer than on the 8 th).
Thurs., 31st – Venus about 2° from waning crescent Moon and 8.5° from Jupiter low in SE an hour before
sunrise; Antares to W; Saturn rising.

Sunset and Twilight:

Moon Phases:

Sunset Range: 5:13 p.m. (Jan. 1st) to 5:43 p.m. (Jan. 31st)

Sat., 5th – New Moon

Twilight Ends: 6:46 p.m. (Jan.1st) to 7:13 p.m. (Jan. 31st)

Mon., 14th – First Quarter

Weekend Observing Opportunities:

Jan. 4th/5th
Jan. 25th/26th
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Mon., 21st – Full Moon
Sun., 27th – Last Quarter

Member Observation

Comet 46P/Wirtanen 2018

Comet 46P/Wirtanen 2018, the blue/green smudge on the left side of the frame, the bright star Capella in Auriga on the
right.The photo was made on 12/26/2018 at 9:29 pm. Camera Canon EOS Rebel T6, f/4.5, 30 second exposure, ISO
6400, 34mm focal length. Photo was cropped and processed using photo processing software .
Photo by Dave Thomas

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters
and Other Club Emails?
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed
to members. If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS
Message Line at 540-774-5651. Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails.
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RVAS from the Past
By Bill Dillon

RVAS 25 Years Ago

Oh yes, and one more thing to make 1994 memora-

As 1994 opened, RVAS members looked forward to

VAAS 1994 Convention in October.

ble for RVAS, the Society volunteered to host the

a potentially eventful and memorable year. On May
10th much of the U.S. will experience an annular
solar eclipse, with our region seeing a partial
eclipse with about 77% of the Sun covered. But to
many the more important event will be the “once-in
-a-thousand-lifetimes” occurrence of a comet encountering the planet Jupiter. Around July 22nd
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 is expected to “impact”
the largest planet in our solar system. The “impact”
will be in the form of some 20 fragments – what
remains of the comet after 1992’s close passage –
diving into Jupiter’s far side about an hour apart.

RVAS 10 Years ago
As reported in our January Newsletter, 2009 was
to be the International Year of Astronomy, and
the first three pages highlighted major events to
occur in the night sky during the year. Everything
from solar eclipses to planetary conjunctions and
meteor showers would grace the Earth’s night skies
somewhere in the world. Keep looking up.
The Newsletter included an informative and easy to
understand article penned by member Clement Ele-

The planet’s quick rotation will bring the “impact”

chi titled, “How I take simple Astro Photographs”.

site into view in the southern sky about 3-4 hours

Clem’s article would be very helpful for anyone

later. Needless-to-say professional astronomers

wanting to get their feet wet in astrophotography,

around the world are gearing up and planning for

but unsure where to start. In just two pages of

this momentous event.

clear, concise instructions, He covers Equipment,

Some members were in the planning stages of hold-

Camera Technique and Processing. Anyone who has

ing a Messier Marathon on Friday, March 11th. A

seen some of Clem’s astrophotos comes away im-

site, participants list and whether there would be

pressed with what he can do with a simple point-

prizes awarded was being worked out.

and-shoot technique. (Speaking as one member who

The January Newsletter contained an article reporting on the appearance of a Nova in Cassiopeia
discovered by English amateur Don Miles. Member

has read a few dozen archived Newsletters over
the past three years, this article deserves to be re
-published).

Gary Close saw a notice of the discovery on
“CompuServe” (Wow! CompuServe……for those of
you born after 1969, CompuServe was the first major commercial online service provider, and was
dominant in the 80’s and early 90’s. How far we’ve
come in 25 years.) A chart and instructions on how
to locate the nova was provided in the Newsletter.
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In Step with Apollo 50th
(“…One Small Step…”)
By Dan Chrisman
Twelve NASA Apollo astronauts successfully com-

In preparation for the four-year NASA celebra-

pleted round trips between the Earth and Moon’s

tion, RVAS prepared and has begun audience test-

surface between July 1969 and December 1972.

ing “Apollo 11”, a Powerpoint presentation composed

th

by Ray Bradley. With marketing support from Roa-

NASA will mark the 50

anniversary of these ac-

complishments between October 2018 and Decem-

noke County Library System’s Children Literature

ber 2022. NASA introduced the official logo for

Divisional Librarian Sarah Rodgers, Ray made

this celebration during “NSO Pops: Space, the

presentations at the following libraries: South

Next Frontier”, a Kennedy Center for the Perform-

County (October 22), Hollins Branch (October 24)

ing Arts National Symphony Orchestra concert on

and Glenvar Branch (November 7).

st

June 1 , 2018.

Poster designed by NASA graphic artist Matthew
Skeins.

Music from the concert included the theme to
”2001: A Space Odyssey”—Richard Strauss’ “Also
Sprach Zarathustra” and Carl Sagan’s “Golden Record”. Also participating in the event was composer
Michael Giacchino (“Star Trek” trilogy, “Star
Wars: Rogue One”), actor John Cho (Hikaru Sulu in
“Star Trek” Trilogy), novelist and screenwriter
Nick Sagan (son of astronomer Carl Sagan), singer

The Roanoke County Library staff-designed outreach
poster on the South County bulletin board.

-songwriter Grace Potter, progressive rock band
Coheed and Cambria, and singer-songwriter and

Photo by author.

composer will.i.am (“Black Eyed Peas”).
(Apollo Continued on page 10)
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(Apollo Continued from page 9)

At the Hollins Branch library, Rand Bowden introduces a
curious child to her first telescopic view of Saturn while
two presentation attendees and Michael Martin look on.
Photo by author.

January to the patrons of the Vinton Branch liAt the Hollins Branch library, Ray Bradley discusses
each stage of Michael Martin's model of the NASA
Saturn V rocket.

brary and in February to the medical students in
the Wilderness Medical Society course. In the
summer of 2019, RVAS plans to repeat our 2018
success by again partnering with the Roanoke Coun-

Photo by author.

ty Library System’s summer reading program to

Each hour long presentation was followed by an
hour long observing session, predominantly Saturn,
the moon and Mars. Members that participated in
the presentations and observing sessions included
Rand Bowden and Dan Chrisman. Michael Martin
arrived at the Hollins Branch library with his three
-foot-tall Saturn V model and the July 21, 1969
“MEN WALK ON MOON” edition of the New York
Times. Mike Shorter and his son Jacob, who subsequently joined our club, were two of thirteen at-

provide “Apollo 50th” presentations and observing
sessions. We also plan to enhance our outreach with
the recently-implemented Meetup© social media
campaign, a one-year pilot project for which the
Executive Committee approved funding last November.
If you are interested in participating in RVAS outreach, contact Ray Bradley at member-atlarge@rvasclub.org.

tendees that enjoyed the presentations and observing sessions with binoculars, an Orion StarBlast
4.5” library telescope, an 8” Celestron Schmidt
Cassegrain, a 10” tube Dobsonian reflector and an
11” truss Dobsonian reflector.
As NASA continues their Apollo 50th anniversary
celebration, RVAS continues to do likewise. Our
current 2019 schedule shows Ray making the
“Apollo 50th” presentations in
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Monthly Calendar
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, January 21st, 7:30 p.m., Classroom B, 3rd floor, Center on Church,
Downtown Roanoke. The RVAS is proud to present Scott King, Professor of Geophysics at Virginia Tech,
who is heading one of 24 new research teams selected by NASA this past summer to receive data collected
by the Mars InSight lander. Long interested in the internal structure of Mars and how geologically active
present-day Mars is, Dr. King will share how his team’s work will contribute toward answering these and other questions. Be sure to join us for this program about planetary science on the cutting edge, plus our
monthly What’s Up, Deep Space Challenge and other regular activities.
RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites, with Cahas
Knob Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, being our traditional location. For updates on
members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates.
-- Friday and Saturday, January 4th and 5th. Sunset is at 5:16 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 6:49
p.m. The Moon sets at 4:19 and 5:08 p.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, January 25 th and 26th. Sunset is at 5:38 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 7:08
p.m. The Moon rises at 11:02 p.m. and 12:08 a.m., respectively.
-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: Feb. 1st and 2nd; 22nd and 23rd.
ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, January 5 th, 6:00 p.m.,
Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway. Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at
540-853-2236. Members can call 540-774-5651 for information. (Next session: February 2nd, 6:30 p.m.,
Cahas Knob Overlook.)

Astro-Quiz
Jake retired a few years ago and is hoping his new 12-inch f/4.5 telescope scope will rekindle his stargazing.
Eager for some additional eyepieces, a friend advised against buying a 32mm Plossl and to consider something
around 22mm instead. Does Jake’s friend’s advice make sense? Why?
Answer to Last Month’s Quiz: Last month’s quiz asked about an orbital characteristic of the dwarf Pluto
and its moon Charon that could result the latter being reclassified as a dwarf planet. It is a characteristic
of the solar system’s many moons that they and the planets to which they are gravitationally bound orbit a
common “barycenter” (center of mass) which lies within the planet. Charon is nearly one-eighth the mass of
Pluto, such that their barycenter lies outside of Pluto. Thus, some astronomers already consider Pluto and
Charon to be a double dwarf planet system. Hats off to Harry Montoro and Dan Chrisman for correctly answering the quiz! Have an answer to this month’s quiz (or a future question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it
to astroquiz@rvasclub.org!
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